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Synopsis 

The conformation of cyclolinopeptide A [ cyclo(Pro-Pro-Phe-Phe-Leu-Ile-Ile-Leu-Val)], a 
naturally occurring cyclic nonapeptide has been investigated in dimethylsulfoxide solution by 270 
MHz 'H-nmr. A complete assignment of all C"H and NH resonances has been accomplished using 
two-dimensional correlated spectroscopy and nuclear Overhauser effects (NOES). Analysis of 
interresidue NO& and JHNCaH values pennit construction of a molecular model for the cyclic 
peptide backbone. The crude model derived from nmr has been used as a starting point for energy 
minimization, which yields a refined structure largely compatible with nmr observations. The 
major features of the conformation of cyclolinopeptide A are a Type VI /%turn centered at  
Pro(l)-Pro(P), with a cis peptide bond between these residues and a y-turn (C, structure) 
centered at 1146). Two intramolecular hydrogen bonds Val(9) CO-Phe(3)NH (4 -D 1) and Leu(5) 
CO-Ile(7)NH (3 -D 1) are observed in the low-energy conformation. The limited solvent accessi- 
bility observed for the Val(9) and Leu(5) NH groups in the nmr studies are rationalized in terms 
of steric shielding. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cyclolinopeptide A (1) is a cyclic nonapeptide isolated from linseed,'*2 
which bears a marked similarity of sequence to the cyclic decapeptide anta- 
manide (2), isolated from the poisonous mushroom Amanitu p?zdk~ides.~ 
There has been considerable interest in recent years on the conformational 
properties of cyclic p e ~ t i d e s , ~ - ~  stimulated by their widespread occurrence as 
biologically active natural products? A large body of work has focused on the 
conformational properties of cyclic tri-, tetra-, penta-, and hexapeptides.8 Less 
attention has been paid to the larger cyclic peptides, although the naturally 
occurring cyclic decapeptides gramicidin S4l9 and anta~nanidel'-~~ have been 
the subject of several investigations. Recent studies of larger cyclic peptides 
ranging in size from octa- to pentadecape~tides~~-~' are of particular rele- 
vance. In most ases the presence of Gly and/or D-residues in addition to 
L-&O acids facilitates chain reversal and cyclization. Cyclolinopeptide A 
(l), which has an all-L sequence with particularly bulk side chains, has itself 
been the subject of conformational investigations by CD,22*23 'H- and 13C-nmr 
spectr(~scopy,~~* 25 and theoretical calculations.26 "he ion-binding properties of 
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1 have also been examined in preliminary fashion.27i28 Recently 1 has been 
shown to inhibit the transport system responsible for uptake of cholate into 
hepatocytes, thereby exerting a cytoprotective effect, an activity that is also 
exhibited by antamanide and some synthetic cyclic peptide Much 
of the earlier studies have been based on limited spectral data and the 
conformational conclusions have been, necessarily, less than definitive. We 
deacribe in this report, a detailed nmr study of 1 in dimethylsulfoxide 
solutions. Two-dimensional correlated spectroscopy (COSY)3o9 31 and difference 
nuclear Overhauser methods (NOE),32*33 in conjunction with computer model- 
ing and energy minimization, permit the delineation of a predominant solu- 
tion conformation. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Cyclolinopeptide A (1) was isolated from linseed cake, as described earlier,23 
and was kindly provided by Dr. S. Rajappa. 

NMR STUDIES 

H-nmr spectra were recorded on a Bruker WH-270 Fourier transform nmr 
spectrometer equipped with an Aspect 2000 computer at the Sophisticated 
Instruments Facility, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. All chemical 
shifts are expressed as 6 (ppm) downfield from internal tetramethylsilane. 
Two-dimensional (2D) data processing was done on an Aspect 3000 computer. 
For the COSY spectra 256 FIDs, each of 24 accumulations with a 1-s 
relaxation delay were collected. Data points of 1K were used in the t ,  domain. 
Both tl and t ,  domains were zero filled to give a 2K x 1K data matrix. 
Unshifted sine-bell window functions were applied prior to Fourier transfor- 
mation in both domains. Quadrature detection with constant phase of pulses 
was used. The spectral widths are 4424 and 2212 Hz in the t ,  and t ,  domains, 
respectively. The spectrum shown in Fig. 2 is symmetrized. In the difference 
NOE e ~ p e r i m e n t s ~ * ~ ~  the perturbed and normal spectra recorded sequentially 
(one on-resonance and one off-resonance) in different parts of the memory (8K 
each) were obtained by low-power on-resonance saturation of a peak for 3 s 
and by off-resonance shifting of the irradiation frequency, respectively. A 
relaxation delay of 3 s was employed between p u b .  Data points of 8K with 
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3000 Hz spectral width were used. Five hundred transients were acquired for 
each experiment. A peptide concentration of 9.6 mM was employed for both 
COSY and NOE measurements. 

COMPUTER MODELING AND ENERGY MINIMIZATION 

A nonapeptide model was generated using an approximate set of (p, J I  
values obtained from nmr results. All peptide units were fixed in the trans 
geometry, with the exception of the Pro(l)-Pr0(2) bond, which was fixed in 
the cis geometry. A trial and error method was employed, using modeling 
through computer graphics, to obtain a reasonably satisfactory set of dihedral 
angles that permit ring closure. Skeletal Kendrew models were constructed 
using these dihedral angles and a set of atomic coordinates were obtained as a 
starting point for further energy minimization, using the method of steepest 
descent. The standard values for the dimensions of the peptide units (cis and 
trans) and the various energy functions and constants used are the same as 
those described earlier.34p35 Proline ring dimensions are as reported earlier.36 
The minimization has been carried out on a model in which all the amino acid 
side chains, with the exception of the two prolyl residues, have been replaced 
by methyl groups (L-alanine). This simplification, necessitated by computa- 
tional limitations, is reasonable since the purpose of the present study is to 
obtain stereochemically and energetically favorable backbone conformations, 
which are compatible with nmr results. All computations were performed on 
an HP-1000 computer. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

NMR Studies 

Figure 1 shows the 270-MHz 'H-nmr spectra for 1 in (CD,),SO (9.6 mM) at 
two different temperatures. At  293 K, the spectrum is characterized by 
extremely broad NH resonances (7.4-8.3 6). A selective broadening of several 
C"H resonances is also seen, while the side-chain phenyl and methyl reso- 
nances are distinctly sharper. Raising the temperature results in a dramatic 
sharpening of the resonances by 323 K and an extremely well-resolved spec- 
trum is obtained at  343 K [Fig. l(a)]. A similar broadening of the spectrum 
was observed even on tenfold dilution of the peptide (0.96 mM), suggesting 
that the increased line widths are not a consequence of aggregation effects. 
Furthermore, spectra obtained at  lower frequencies of 80 MHz (this study) 
and 100 M H z ~ ~  showed distinctly sharper NH resonances. The observation of 
selective broadening of specific resonances, together with the absence of 
concentration effects and the line narrowing at  lower frequencies, suggest that 
exchange broadening iduences the observed spectrum at 293 K. Chemical 
exchange between a major conformer and a minor species, present in unde- 
tectably small amounts, have indeed been shown to result in selective line 
broadening in the case of the cyclic tetradepsipeptide AM toxin II.37 All 
subsequent studies on 1 were carried out at  343 K, in the fast-exchange limit, 
where the spectral parameters are dominated by contributions from major 
conf ormatiom. 
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Fig. 1. (270 MHz) spectra 'H-nmr of cyclolinopeptide 1 in (CD&SO at (a) 343 K and (b) 293 K. 

ASSIGNMENTS OF RESONANCES 
The chemical shifts of the NH and C"H resonances are summarized in 

Table I. Spec& assignments of the seven NH resonances (numbered as D,, 
where the subscript n denotes order of appearance from low field) and the 
nine C"H resonances (labeled as M,) were made by using the 2D COSY 
spectrum shown in Fig. 2 and NOES between NH and C"H protons. Figs. 3-5 

TABLE I 
NMFt Parameters in Cyclolinopeptide A [(CD&SO, 343 K] 

b dS/dT X lo3 J H N p H  

Residue SCaIi" 8, @PWK) (Hz) + (")" 
Phe(3) 4.85 (Ml) 8.110 (4) 2.8 8.7 (9.0) -98, - 142 
Ph44) 4.38 (Ma) 7.897 (9) 6.2 5.9 (6.0) 35,85, - 73, - 167 
Leu(5) 4.09 (M,) 7,481 (Q) - 0.9 7.3 (6.4) -84, - 156 
1146) 3.76 (M,) 7.921 (Q) 4.1 6.9 (6.1) 54,66, -81, - 159 
W 7 )  4.35 (M,) 7.629 (D5) 4.7 8.9 (8.7) - 99, - 140 
Leu(8) 3.92 (MB) 7.794 (D4) 4.7 6.9 (5.9) 54, 66, - 81, - 159 
Val(9) 4.48(Mz) 7.22 (4) 2.8 9.5 -110, -130 

"The Pro C"H chemical shifts are Pro@) 3.97 (M,) and R 4 2 )  4.22 (M6) 
bValwa in parentheses are obtained at 313 K. Errors in J values are - f0.2 Hz. For Val(9) 

NH the J value is determined from a diffexence decoupling experiment and the associated errors 

c+ values obtained using the expression 3~HNC.H = 6.4 cm2 e - 1.4 cm e + 1.9 Hz, where + = 
are larger, viz., - 0.5 Hz. 

- 0  + 60° and 0 + 60". 
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional COSY spectrum of 1 in (CD,),SO at 343 K. Assignments are marked 
using the one-letter code for amino acids (Phe-F, Pro-P, Leu-L, Ile-I, Val-V). 
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Fig. 3. (a) C"H and NH resonances of 1 at 343 K. @)-(d) Difference NOE spectra obtained by 
saturating specific NH resonances, indicated by arrows. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Partial 270-MHz 'H-nmr spectrum of 1 in (CD&30 at 343 K. Only C"H and Pro(1) 
C'H, resonances are shown. @) and (c) Difference NOE spectra obtained by saturation of Pro(1) 
C'H, @) and Pro(1) C"H (c) resonances. Note observed NOES on Val(9) C"H (b) and Pro(2) CdH 
(4.  
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Fig. 5. (a) C"H and NH resonances of 1 in (C4),80 at 293 K. @)-(d) Difference NOE spectra 
obtained by saturating specific C"H resonances, indicated by arrows. Note that all observed 
NOES are negative at this temperature. 
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of sequential resonance assignments obtained from COSY 

and NOE experiments. NOE magnitudes (W) are indicated. 

show the results of typical NOE experiments, and the relevant magnitudes are 
indicated in Fig. 6. The individual spin systems corresponding to the various 
amino acid residues may be readily discerned in the COSY spectrum. The 
low-field C"H resonance at  4.85 S (M,) is easily recognized as due to a Phe 
residue, in contrast to an earlier study that assigned this signal to an Ile 
residue.24 Indeed, examination of this C"H multiplet at  high resolution 
further confirms that this resonance cannot be ascribed to an Ile residue, since 
the Ile C"H signal should necessarily appear as a triplet or c doublet of 
doublets. Both intra- (CqH-N,H) and interresidue (CqH-Ni+ lH) NOES 
have been detected (Fig. 6) that permit sequential assignments.38 The large 
NOE (11%) observed between the C"H resonance M, (4.48 8 )  and the Pro 
C8H, protons (3.56 8 )  (Fig. 4) permits the unambiguous identification of this 
signal as the Val(9) C"H resonance. This resonance shows a COSY connectiv- 
ity to an NH resonance at 7.22 8 ,  which overlaps with the aromatic proton 
resonances. T h e  chemical shifts and coupling constants characterizing the 
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Val(9) NH resonance were obtained by a difference decoupling experiment. 
Further, the low-field C"H resonance (4.85 6) shows NOEs to both the Phe 
NH resonances (D, and D2). Of these, D, is also connected to the Phe C"H 
resonance (M,) in the COSY spectrum, thus confirming that resonances D, 
and M, may be assigned to Phe(3). The two Pro C"H resonances appear as a 
broad doublet (M6) and a multiplet (M,). The observation of an NOE 
between the two C"H resonances (Fig. 4) con& that the Pro(l)-Pro(2) 
bond exists in the cis conformation. The doublet C"H resonance (M6) may 
then be assigned to Pr0(2), as earlier studies suggest that X-Pro systems in a 
cis conformation are often characterized by a doublet C"H resonance." These 
assignments are further confirmed by an analysis of the interproton NOEs for 
the Val(9)-Pro(l)-Pro(2)-Phe(3) segment (vide infra). The derivatbn of the 
assignments using the inter- and intraresidue NOEs and the intraresidue 
scalar coupling connectivities are schematically summarized in Figures 6 and 
7. The specific assignments made in this study differ from those made earlier 24 

for six out of the seven NH resonances, the sole exception being the Leu(8) 
NH group. A clear identification was also possible in this study. 

The spin-spin coupling constants JHNCaH, were determined using resolu- 
tion-enhanced spectra with high digital resolution (0.14 Hz/point). The 
chemical shift and coupling constants for the various NH groups are listed 
in Table I. 

Fig. 7. Structure of 1 with interresidue NOEs (thick arrows) and scalar coupling connectivities 
(broken arrows) indicated. 
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SOLVENT ACCESSIBILITY OF NH GROUPS 

Temperature dependence of NH chemical shifts were measured in order to 
probe the accessibility of peptide NH groups to the hydrogen bond accepting 
solvent, (CD3),S0.39 Six of the seven NH groups move upfield with increasing 
temperature, in a linear fashion, while the Leu(5) NH (D,) moves very slightly 
to low field. The temperature coefficients (dG/dT) estimated by fitting a least 
squares line to the experimental points are listed in Table I. These values are 
in reasonable agreement with the results of earlier r e p ~ r t s ~ ~ ? ~  which deter- 
mined ds/dT values for six NH resonances, with the exception of D,. The 
dG/dT values for the Ph43) and Val(9) NH groups are clearly characteristic 
of solvent-shielded NH resonances (< 0.003 ppm/K).% The Leu(5) NH reso- 
nance has an unusual negative dG/dT value, indicative of its shift to lower 
field with increasing temperature. This NH may also be classified as solvent 
inaccessible. The dG/dT value for the Phe(4) NH resonance (0.00s ppm/K) is 
indicative of its solvent-exposed nature. The remaining three NH resonances 
-1146), Ile(7), and Leu(8)-exhibit intermediate dS/dT values that are 
indicative of a significant degree of solvent exposure. In a previously published 
study, slow hydrogen-deuterium exchange rates were observed only for reso- 
nances D6 and D6, now assigned to the Leu(5) and Ile(7) NH groups.24 These 
results do not permit an unambiguous delineation of the solvent-shielded NH 
groups in the peptide. Further elaboration of the conformational features of 
the peptide have therefore been derived from NOE studies. 

NOE STUDIES 

Figure 5 shows the results of a typical NOE experiment carried out at  
ambient probe temperature (- 291 K) on 1. Under these conditions only 
negative NOEs are observed, suggesting that rotational correlation times are 
long enough to fulfill the condition w~~ > 1.40 The line broadening precludes a 
detailed structural analysis at  291 K. NOE studies were consequently con- 
ducted at 343 K and representative results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A t  this 
temperature all observed NOEs are positive, suggesting that W T ~  -C 1. 

Irradiation of specific NH resonances (Dl - D,) yielded both interresidue 
(CfH - N,, lH) and intraresidue (CPH ++ N,H) NOEs. All the observed NOEs 
were about 2-58 in magnitude. For residues Phe(3), Leu(5), and Ile(7) the 
interresidue NOEs were greater than the intraresidue NOEs, suggesting that 
the interproton distances (CfH - N,+,H (d , ,  (i, i + 1)) are less than the 
distances C;H - N,H (daN(i ,  i)). For residue Phe(4) the inter- and in- 
traresidue NOEs are approximately of similar magnitudes. The intraresidue 
effects are appreciably greater than the interresidue NOEs for Ile(6) and 
Leu(8) NH groups, with the difference particularly marked for the former. In 
the positive NOE region (w7,  << 1) the observation of NOEs is generally 
diagnostic of interproton distances < 3 The intraresidue NOE is deter- 
mined by the distance d,,  (i, i), which is dependent on the dihedral angle 
c#31.42*43 For L-residues the predominant sterically allowed region of the 
Ramachandran map""*45 lies between c#3 - 30" to -180O. In this region d,, 
varies from 2.3 to 2.9 A. Thus the observation of an intraresidue NOE is not a 
particularly good indicator of the value of 9. The interresidue NOE that is 
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Fig. 8. Variation of interproton distances that are dependent on a single parameter ( . . . ) 

Pro(1) C'H-Pro(2) C'H vs +Ro(,). (-) Pro(1) C"H-Val(9) C"H vs +vd(9,. (----) Rql) Ca2H 
-Val(9) C'H vs +vd(9,. The standard dimensions have been used for both cis and trans peptide 

while the Pro residue geometries have been taken from Ref. 36. Pro residues are fixed in 
the C7-endo conformation with $ I ~ ~ )  = +Ro(2) = -60". 

determined by the distance d,, (i, i + 1) is dependent on the dihedral angle 
#i.42v43 In the re 'on #i - -30' to - loo', d,, (i, i) > 3 A. Short interproton 

sponds to an extended conformation. Thus the NOE results are largely 
consistent with + - 120" for residues Phe(3), Leu(5), and 1147). 

The Val-Pro-Pro-Phe segment is characterized by three specific NOEs, 
viz., Val(9) C"H * Pro(1) C*H2, Pro(1) C"H * Pro(2) C"H, and Pro(1) C"H 
++ Phe(3) NH. These interproton distances are dependent on the dihedral 
angles #vd(9), +bRMl), and +Ro(l), respectively. The variations in the 
interproton distances with the conformational angles are represented in Figs. 
8 and 9, respectively. The observation of these NOEs limits the values of the 
angles to the regions - 30'-180', #procld - 50'-180', and 
#Ro(2) - Oo-14O0.These ranges are derived using a 2.6-A cutoff for observed 
NOES and imposing a lower limit of 2.0 A for short interproton distances. The 
measured JHNCmH values were used to provide estimates of the dihedral angle 
9 for residues 3-9, using the angular dependence recently evaluated from an 
extensive study of bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI).* The "BPTI 
based Karplus curve" closely resembles earlier relationships suggested for 
pep tide^.^'.^ The results are summarized in Table 1. Thus, the nmr studies 
permit the construction of a crude backbone model, using parameters within 
the ranges listed in Table 11. 

distances (c 3 f ) are expected in the region # - 120' f 60', which come- 
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186 

Fig. Contours of constant Ph43) NH-Pro(1) C"H interproton distances as a _mction of 
#Ro(l) and #%*). Parameters chosen as in Fig. 8. 

TABLE I1 
Conformational Angles (") in Cyclolinopeptide A: NMR Estimates and Minimized Model 

Minimized model' 

4 (experimental Diagnostic 
Rosidue cp (experimental)* range)b NOE + # Td 

-60 

-60 
- 140 
- 160 
- 150 
-80 
(80) 

- 130 
- 160 
- 140 

50-180 

0-140 
60-180 
60-180 
60-180 
50-90 

-50-- 90 
60-180 
60-180 
30-180 

-67 

-80 
- 125 
- 128 
- 146 

79 

- 141 
- 122 
- 113 

154 

-1 
81 

138 
124 

- 75 

52 
180 
155 

109.8 

113.3 
111.1 
115.2 
109.8 

111.5 

110.9 
,111.2 
114.8 

"For residues 3-9, the values were chosen from those obtained uaing the BPTI bawd Karplus 
m e  (see Table I). For Pro(1) and Pr42), idealized ring geometries with + - - 60' were assumed. 

'# values are given aa ranges b a d  on a 2.6 A cutoff for the observation of NOEs. 
'In the final minimization only C" carbons were used in place of the various side chains. 

However, both Pro residues were considered completely, including all ring hydrogen atoms. All 
the peptide bonds are very nearly planar in the final structure, with w values between - 172' and 
- 180' for the bvvls Units and a value of - lAO for the cis Pro-Pro bond. 

' 7  is the bond angle N C T .  Satisfactory cyclization depends on this parameter. 
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MOLECULAR MODELING AND ENERGY MINIMIZATION 

Several attempts at  computer model building were made using 9, JI values 
compatible with J H N C e H  values and NOE results. The geometry of the 
Val-Pro-Pro-Phe segment is well defined by the various interresidue NOES. 
Extended conformations (@ - 120" f 30", 4 - 120" f 30") were chosen for 
Phe(4), Leu@), Ile(7), and Leu@). For Ile(S), which must occupy the pivotal 
position in the second chain reversal necessary for cyclization, 9 values 
corresponding to both the y-turn (9 - 70", 4 - -70") and inverse y-turn 

Fig. 10. Perspective view of the low-energy backbone conformation of cyclolinopeptide A. 
Intramolecular hydrogen bonds (---) are indicated. A stereoview is Shown at the bottom. 
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TABLE 111 
Relevant Interproton Distancesa in the Minimized Structure of Cyclolinopeptide A 

Hydrogen atoms Distance (A) 
Pro(1) C"H-Pro(2) C"H 
Pro(1) C"H-Phe(3) NH 
Ph43) NH-Phe(3) C"H 
Ph43) C"H-Phe(4) NH 
Ph44) NH-Phe(4) C"H 
Ph44) CaH--Leu(5) NH 
Leu(5) NH-hu(5) C"H 
Le~(5)C"H--Ile(6) NH 

2.25 
2.42 
2.92 
2.25 
2.95 
2.18 
2.96 
2.13 

Hydrogen atoms 

1146) NH-1146) C"H 
Ile(6)C" H - Ile(7) NH 
1147) NH-1147) C"H 
1147) C"H-hu(8) NH 
hu(8) NH-hu(8) C"H 
Leu(@ C"H-Val(9) NH 
Val(9)NH-Val(9)CUH 
Val(9) C"H-Pro(1) C'H, 

Distance (A) 
2.20 

2.90 
2.57 
2.97 
2.80 
2.96 
2.0 
2.9 

3.60b 

'Interproton distances useful for comparison with NOE results are given. Note that a weak 
1146) C"H * 1147) NH NOE is observed, although the distance in the minimized model is > 3 
A. A complete correspondence between the theoretical model and observed NOES may not be 
obtained due to various factors, including dynamic structural variations in solution, solvation 
factors, and approximations inherent in energy computations. 

bSee text for a consideration of this large interproton distance. 

(+ - -70°, J, - 70') c o n f o r m a t i ~ n s ~ ~ * ~  are compatible with the observed 
JHNCaH values (Table I). Choice of the inverse y-turn structure leads to 
difliculties in ring closure. Consequently, the y-turn conformation at 1146) was 
used in further modeling. A stereochemically satisfactory structural model 
obtained by trial and error methods, broadly compatible with nmr data, was 
used as a starting point for energy minimization. A perspective view of the 
low-energy conformation obtained is shown in Fig. 10. The conformational 
parameters are listed in Table I1 and the relevant interproton distances are 
summarized in Table 111. 

FEATURES OF THE CYCLOLINOPEPTIDE A STRUCTURE 
The nonapeptide ring is generated by two chain reversals. A type VI 

f i - t ~ r n ' ~ - ~ ~  with Pro(l)-Pro(2) as the comer residues, having a central cis 
Pro-Pro peptide bond is stabilized by a 4 -, 1 hydrogen bond between the 
Val(9) CO and Phe(3) NH groups (N-0 3.05 A LH-N-0 20.5'). A y-turn (C, 
structure) is formed at  1146) with a 3 -, 1 hydrogen bond between Leu(5) CO 
and 1167) NH group (N-0 2.92 8, LH-N-0 25"). It may be noted that no 
preconditions regarding hydrogen bonding were imposed during the minimiza- 
tion p r d u r e .  The +, + values for 1146) (78", - 73") fall into the right-hand 
lower quadrant of the h c h a n d r a n  map, corresponding to a y-turn struc- 
ture. This region indeed corresponds to a low-energy region of 9, J, space for 
an meaidue.& All other residues adopt +, J, values in the left-hand upper 
quadrant of the +, J, map, which are stereochemically and energetically 
favored for tresidues. Indeed, the only short contacts noted in this structure 
are O,-H: 2.40 A, Cs-Ct 3.10 A, and H$-Ht2 1.85 A. However, these 
contacts fall within the extreme limits permissible.& 

The relevant interproton distances calculated for this model (Table 111) are 
fully consistent with the observed NOES (Fig. 6). No attempt has been made 
in the present study to quantitatively correlate interproton distances with 
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measured NOE rnagnit~des.~~ Rather, the observation of several interresidue 
NOEs has been used to serve as a constraint in the computer modeling 
studies. All the observed NOEs correspond to proton pairs which are < 3.0 A 
apart in the low-energy conformation, with the exception of the Ile(6) 
C"H-Ile(7) NH distance (3.6 A). This is, in fact, the smallest NOE detected. 
It may be noted that the NOE data have been used to facilitate the 
development of a starting model for refinement by energy minimization and 
no distance constraints have been used in the minimization procedure. Some 
features of the model merit comment in relation to the nmr observations. The 
solvent-shielded nature of the Phe(3) NH group is indeed borne out by the 
nmr results. These studies also establish that Val(9) NH and Leu(5) NH are 
solvent inaccessible, with the latter exhibiting an anomalous downfield shift 
with temperature in (CD,),SO (Table I). Both these NH groups are not 
hydrogen bonded in the low-energy conformation shown in Fig. 10. In princi- 
ple, additional transannular hydrogen bonds (Phe(3) CO-Val(9) NH and 
Ile(7) CO-Leu(5) NH) are possible within the cyclic nonapeptide ring. How- 
ever, neither hydrogen bond is obtained in the minimized conformation. 
Nevertheless, both Val(9) and Leu(5) NH groups are sterically shielded by 

. their orientation, and may be expected to interact only weakly with the 
solvent, (CD,),SO. Interestingly, Leu(5) NH exchanges very slowly in a 
deuterium exchange experiment. Ile(7) NH exhibits a rather high dG/dT 
value (Table I), but exchanges slowly in an H-D exchange e~pe r imen t ,~~  
suggesting only a moderate degree of shielding from the solvent. This is likely 
to be a consequence of the rather distorted intramolecular hydrogen bond 
formed in the y-turn.53 

The structure proposed for cyclolinopeptide A is consistent with much of 
the reported nmr data. This conformation is likely to be representative of the 
major species in (CD,),SO solutions. The conformational flexibility of the 
27-membered ring is clearly reflected in the presence of minor species that 
contribute to exchange broadening at  low temperatures. In the spectrum of 
the peptide in (CD,),SO at 293 K an examination of C"H resonances suggests 
that the broadening is appreciably less for the Val(9), Pr0(2), and Phe(3) C"H 
resonances as compared to the other C"H resonances. This suggests that the 
chemical shift difference for C"H resonances in the exchanging species is 
significantly less for the Val(S)-Pro(l)-Pro(P)-Phe(3) segment. Indeed the 
structure of this segment determined for 1 in solution bears a remarkable 
similarity to the structure of this segment in the crystal structure of anta- 
manide. The torsion angles for this segment are Phe4, Val6 anta~nanide'~ 
(pvd = -112O, J/vd = 159', +Ro = -67", $pro = 153', +pro = -98", t)Ro = 
4 O ,  $Jphe = -97', J/phe = -35"; natural antamanide13 $Jvd = -113', J/vd = 
158", +pro = -64", +pro = 161', @pro = -No, = -20', GAla = -103", 
J/& = -22'. It does appear that the conformational flexibility associated 
with the cyclic nonapeptide ring is largely centered about residues 4-8. The 
good agreement obtained between the experimentally observed short interpro- 
ton distances and those derived from the theoretical model support the 
implicit assumption that the NOE data are primarily representative of a 
major COnformBtion. It may be noted that conformational averaging in highly 

fl&bIe sysbm result in nmr-derived Vh%Utd ' ' C O n f O ~ a t i o ~ ~ '  
which do not correspond to any theoretically calculated potentid 
*.~,66 However, in the Case the in the cyclic non- 
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apeptide ring gxatly restrict the range of conformational excursions. Re-  
liminary studies in solvents like chloroform and acetonitrile suggest that 
conformational equilibria in this system may be solvent dependent, a feature 
that may rationalize solvent dependence of CD spectra.".23 The structure for 
1 determined in this study does not immediately appear to be well suited for 
ion complexation and indeed there is little evidence for appreciable ionophoric 
activity.nv28 The interannular space is not too crowded with atoms, nor is it 
too open to accommodate metal ions for coordination. The conformational 
parameters of the present model are significantly different from those sug- 
gested by an early theoretical study.26 

Subsequent to the submission of this article, a preliminary report of the 
crystal structure of 1 appeared.% The cis Pro-Pro bond is maintained in the 
crystalline state. However, five trans annular hydrogen bonds (one C,, two 
Cl0, one C13, and one C,, hydrogen-bonded ring) are observed in the crystal 
structure, in contrast to the present nmr study where two hydrogen bonds are 
clearly supported, with a third NH group largely inaccessible to solvent. 
Although the proposed solution conformation satisfies a limited set of NOE 
constraints, the possibility of alternative conformations, which are compatible 
with nmr data, cannot be excluded. Clearly, a more detailed comparison of the 
proposed solution and solid state conformations must await further details of 
the crystal structure. A more detailed exploration of conformational space and 
the possible existence of dynamic solution equilibria as noted recently for the 
related peptide antamanide5' also merits further consideration. 

We are grateful to Dr. S. Rajappa for providing a sample of cyclolinopeptide A. This research 
was supported by a grant from the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India. 
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